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Everything you
need to know about
the market
this week

Outlook
The results of the widely awaited monthly transport capacity
auctions disappointed on Monday, with Gazprom booking
limited capacity via Poland and no capacity via the Ukraine.
November 21 gas jumped to 270.90 ppt following the news,
having opened at 212.32 ppt.
Prices remained volatile
throughout the week, though warmer temperatures and
strong wind output provided some temporary relief. However,
risks still remain to the upside, until we see significant
changes in Russian flows.

Oil

General Context

UK inflation fell
unexpectedly to
3.1% in September,
however the sharp
rise in wholesale
energy prices is
likely to drive up
inflation in the
coming months

The optimism seen
in equity markets
last week seems
short-lived, with
European stocks
trading lower today
on mixed earnings
and renewed worries
around China

Tight supply and the
ongoing global
energy crunch
(which has spurred
gas-to-oil switching),
pushed Brent to a
three-year high
above $86.00/bbl
this morning

U.S. crude and
fuel inventories
fell further last
week, with stocks
dropping to
a three-year low
at the largest
U.S. commercial
storage hub

Gas & Power

Wind and weather
forecasts continue to
point to at or above
seasonal norm levels for
the coming days, which
should pressure prompt
prices

UK carbon prices have
bounced back after
yesterday’s sell off
when the UKA
December 21 contract
hit a £52.00/tonne low
(currently at £58.00/
tonne)

Russia’s energy
minister said yesterday
that Gazprom’s
domestic gas storage is
almost full, which is
encouraging news as it
could ease up supply
availability

Current Prices
Market

14/10/21

21/10/21

Brent (December)

$84.00

$84.57

UK Allowances (December 21)

£66.00

£58.00

UK Gas (NBP): November 21

249.00p

226.00p

UK Gas (NBP): Summer 22

106.50p

111.40p

UK Gas (NBP): Winter 22

109.30p

114.50p

UK Power: November 21

£249.00

£213.00

UK Power: Summer 22

£111.00

£111.25

UK Power: Winter 22

£114.00

£114.75

Change

12-Month Rolling Averages

UK Gas (p/therm)

UK Electricity (Baseload £/MWh)
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